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Effects of Magnetic Fields and Excited Plasma Species on Silicon Oxide Film
Formation by Microwave Plasma CVD
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By using a nicrowave pLasma deposition systen in which distributions of
applied nagnetic fields can be varied, effects of the ECR position and plasna
species on deposition rate and deposited filn qual-ity of silj.con oxide have
been studied. The following results sere obtained: Deposition rate increases
under the condition in which not only 0r, but also Silla as a material Bosrare excited bv ECR. High quality filn equival-ent to thernal Sj.0z film, can be
formed uhen the ECR position is very close to the substrate. The process offorning hish quality filn is related to hishly excited ions transported
touard the substrate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma CVD systens utilizing electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) have been developed
in order to forn high quality films at low
temperature and u.ith low danage for
fabrication of VLSIs and functional thin film
devices.l)-3) Hosever, fil.m quality deposited
by this method is insufficient and ttrese films
can not replace those forned by a conventional
thernal chemical reaction. Sonetines, this
method has problems with the deposited filn,
€.9. density decreases as gas flou rate
increases or the deposition rate increases.
UsuaLly, the ECR position is located in a

discharge tube. Excitation levels of the
plasna species generated at this pos.ition
decrease as these species are transported to
the substrate, due to energy dissipation and

collisions. hJe felt that to ensure hish
guality film fornation, it uas necessary to
util.ize the excited plasna species adequately.
Then an experinental system was manufactured
in which the ECR position, i.e. the hishest
plasna generation position, could be located
closer to the substrate by controlling the
applied nagnetic fields. ltte exanined the

eff ect s of locating the ECR posi.tion cl.osc to
the substrate on the deposition rate and the
filn gual.ity. The electron density and plasna

enission spectra were neasured in order to
j.nvestigate effects of plasma condition and

species on the filn fornation.
2. EXPERIUENTAL AND RESUI,TS

A diagran of the systen and representative
applied nagetic fields are showrr in Fig.1.
This system has the distinctive feature that
nagnet coils are set around not only the
discharge tube, but also around the reaction
chamber. 0uing to the additional coils, the
ECR position can be moved cLoser to the
substrate and ion species generated are
confined so that only radical species can be

transported to the substrate. Figure Z shows

dependence of deposition rate and etching rate
with a buffered HF solution on the distance
from the substrate to the ECR position, under
the divergent and cusp magnetic f.ields.
Figure 3 shows the peak position of the IR

spectra and the refractive index as a function
of the distance from the substrate to the ECR

position. Figures 4 and 5 show H radical(H*),
0z*enission .intensit-ies and electron density
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as a function of the distance.
In conparison of the two cases where the

divergent and cusp fields are used, that is,
j.on species are transported or not transported
to the substrate, it is found that 1) the

depos.ition rate is alnost constant under each

case. Therefore, the deposition rate is
doninated by radical- species. 2) lihen the cusp

field is used, the etching rate increases

and IR peak position shifts to low wave

nunber, that is, density and bond strength of
deposited filn decrease sharply. Therefore,
film quality is doninated by ion species and

film quality decreases significantly when ion
species are not transported to the substrate.

Fron the results showing the dependence of
neasured values on the distance fron the

substrate to the ECR position, it is found

that although the deposition rate is al-nost

constant uhen the ECR is located upstrean fron
the SiH+ inlet position, the deposition rate
increases sharply when it is located
downstrean fron it. Fron neasurenents for H*

enission intensity, it is found that chen the
ECR position is downstrean fron the SiHa inlet
position, SiHa is excited bv ECR in addition
to the usual excitation by the 0z plasna, so

that deconposition efficiency of SiHa

increases and the deposition rate increases.
Although the refractive index is alnost
constant, the etching rate decreases

dranatically and the rate is close to the

val-ue of thermal Si0z, that is, the density
becones hisher as ECR is located closer to the
substrate. The IR peak position shows that the
bond strengh becones stronger as ECR is
located closer to the substrate. Electron
density of plasna is independent of the ECR

position. Fron these results, the deposited
filn quality is independent of the anount of
ions transported to the substrate as charge

species. 0n the other hand, enission intensity
of 0"*increases, as ECR is located cLoser to
the substrate. The film quality increases when

the anount of excited ion species transported
to the substrate is increased by novi.ng the
ECR position closer to the substrate.

In order to confirn the above effects of
filn densification and plasna species at high
gas florl rate or at high deposition rater u€

examine the dependence of deposition rate and

H* enission intensity on SiHa flow rate, and

the dependence of etching rate and 0ztenissjon
intensity on the deposition rate uhen ECR is
located 20 and 310nn fron the substrate. These

results are shown in Figs. 5-8. In particular,
Fig. 7 denonstrates clearly the advantage of
moving the ECR position closer to the
substrate to form higher density film at a

hisher deposition rate. 1t is confirned that
shen EqR is located closer.to the substratel
1) The decomposition efficiency of SiHe

increases and the deposition rate increases.
2) The amount of excited ion species

transported to the substrate increases as the
deposition rate increases and the filn
equivalent to thermal Si0z can be forned at a

high deposition rate. Fi.gure I shows step-
coverage when ECR is located 20 and 310nn fron
the substrate. Fron these results, the
coverage is seen to improve narkedly, that is,
cracks and overhang can not be foundr dS

excited plasna species are utilized adequately
by locating the ECR position closer to the
substrate.

fn addition to the above results, it is
found that electrical characteristics, that is
breakdown voltage and surface electron
density, can be inproved by controlling the
ECR position closer to the substrate.
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Fig.2 Dependence of the deposition rate(O,tr)
and the etching rate of depos-i.ted fi].n(a,f)
on the distance fron substrate to ECR position,
under the divergent and cusp fields.
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Fig.l Diagran of the nicrowave plasna CVD sysyten
and representative applied d.istributions of
nagnetic flux dens.ities on the central axis. Solid
and dashed lines indicate the divergent and cusp
nagnetic fields. Heavy arrous indicate the
nagnetic forces on the cusp magnetic field.
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Fis.4 Dependence of the enission intensity of
line on the distance fron substrate to ECR
position.
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F.ig.3 Dependence of the peak position of the
Si-0 stretching node for deposited filn(O,O)
and the refractive index(tl,l) on the distance
fron substrate to ECR position.
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Fis.5 Dependence of the enission intensity of 0z*
560nn line(O,O)and the electron density neasured
for He pl.asna(E,I)on the distance fron
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